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Re energise
your team

Do your employees need a serious pick-me-up? 
Are you looking to break up a long day of meetings?
Kippure Estate will come to you – your office, conference site or another convenient venue – and bring 
fun and energizing activities that promise to revitalize your colleagues. The team building tasks 
and challenges can be organised to fill one tot three hour breaks. Small groups rotate around a series 
of challenges that combine strategy and a healthy healthy dose of fun competition. Indoor tasks 
and puzzles will enable teams to gain points that will help them in the “winner takes all finale game”.

Sample Tasks:
Tangrams -   Large geometric puzzles where teams must work together to make various shapes.

Puzzle Zone -   Complete as many of the “hands-on” puzzles as you can in the time available. 

Blind Maze Table -  Teams must blind fold 4 people and they are the only ones who can touch the maze 
   and the other team members must VERBALLY guide them to move the ball through the maze. 

Towers of Hanoi -  Teams must transfer the tower from the start to the end point but can only move one block 
   at a time and cannot put a big block on a small block!

 

 

Like what you see? Give us a try.
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Benefits
 Allows workmates to rejuvenate and relax.
Promotes team communication 
and situational leadership.
Motivates, inspires and boosts morale.
Inspires employees to return back to work 
with a renewed energy.

 
 
 
 

Fact File
Numbers: 8–160 participants

Style: Fun Competitive

Fitness Level: Low

Duration: 1-3 hours

Team size: 6-8

Location: Mobile event 

  or at Kippure Estate

Sample Itinerary 1-3 hours

 
 
 

 

Meet and greet
Teams are formed 
The main event
Finale Challenge
The winning team is announced
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